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Batteries

The battery compartment is located on the bottom of the Mobile Armatron base. Insert four D batteries as indicated.

We recommend our Long Life (23-580) or Alkaline (23-550) batteries.

Control Unit Operation

To get high speed, slide the switch (K) upward. To slow down, slide the switch downward.

To control the direction and operate the arm or hand, push each corresponding button. (A ~ J)

(A) forward

(B) back ward

(C) right turn

(D) left turn
(E) arm up

(F) arm down

(G) wrist up

(H) wrist down

(I) revolve the wrist counterclockwise.

(J) open and close hand

The elbow joint is manually moved. Do not move it more than half circle.
Decal Placement

Peel and place decals on Mobile Armatron.
Follow the numbers as indicated.

---

RADIO SHACK LIMITED WARRANTY

This product is warranted against defects for 90 days from date of purchase from Radio Shack company-owned stores and authorized Radio Shack franchisees and dealers. Within this period, we will repair it without charge for parts and labor. Simply bring your Radio Shack sales slip as proof of purchase date to any Radio Shack store. Warranty does not cover transportation costs. Nor does it cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN, RADIO SHACK MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not permit limitation or exclusion of implied warranties; therefore, the aforesaid limitation(s) or exclusion(s) may not apply to the purchaser.
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